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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
May 6, 1964

Don

MIGULI. MORENO IBARRA, Chief of Mexican Customs
Inspectors, International Bridge, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
viewed the photograph of the "Bee 4" bag marked
Commission Exhibit C 254, and stated that the yellow
markings on the side of the bag were made by a Mexican
Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, and denotes
that this particular bag passed through Customs on
September 26, 1963 .

.

105-3_050

I0ArcRA explained that the yellow crayon marking
system w - one of two methods of marking luggage used
by The Mexican Customs Inspectors . The other method
is to seal the oag with Tape or with a Customs sticker .
dhen the Mexican Customs official is busy with
a lot of people passing, through Customa, he will usually
If the Customs
use the yellow crayon marking system .
official has more time he will use a sticker or colored
tape and will initial the tape or sticker .

..

,_
_

113ARRA explained that on September 26, 1963,
there were six pe^sons on duty in addition to the chief,
and any of these persons could have checked the bag and
mad* the yellow markings thereon .
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Mr . SMITH advised . that according to Greyhound
records this was the only International Exchange order
ticket issued on October 3, 1963 .
Mr . SMITH further
advised that RAUL TIJERINA was on duty with REYMUNDO
VERA, a porter, and that bus. driver J. C. ROBISON was
the driver of the Greyhound Bus that deperted Laredo,
Texas, at 3:00 a.m . on the morning of'October 3, 1963,
anrouta<to San Antonio and Dallas, Texas.
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RAUL TIJERINA . Ticket A,cnt, Greyhound Bun Station,
watt interviewed and shown a photo." -:f of LEE HARVEY OSWALD,
TIJERINA advised that he was the Ticket Agent on duty at
the Greyhound Bus Station, Laredo, TC3ae, from midnight to
800 a .m . an the morning of Octclf :.r 3, 1063, and that
he issued Ticket Number 8256009 0.: Isccrnational Exchange
Order Number 43599 .
TIJERINA otc:tco that he doss not
recall thin transaction specifically, and, after viewing
a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSIWALD, advised that he does
not recall having issued a Greyhound Ticket Number
8256009 specifically to LEE HARVEY OSWALD and that the
photograph did not appear to be familiar to him,
TIJERINA .

HARRY SMITH-, ManaSer, Greyhound Bus Station,
Laredo, Texas, advisdfd .that Grcyhound Bus records at
Laredo, Texas, disclosed a record of Exchange Order
Number 43599 and shows this order procouced at Laredo
in the amount of $12 .80 .
Mr . ;; :11TH stated that $12 .80
is the price of a one-way Greyhound Bus ticket from
Laredo, Texas, to Dallas, Texas,
Exchange Order
Number 43599 was issued for Greyhound Bus ticket
Number 8256009 and was issued by RAUL TIJERINA, Ticket
Agent on duty from 12 :00 midnight to 8 :30 a.m . on
October 3, 1963 .

OR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA"ON

TIJERINA advised that he had been previously
interviewed concerning this matter and could not recall
LEE HARVEY OSWALD having passed through the Greyhound
Bus Station at Laredo, Texas, on the morning of October
3, 1963 .
TIJERINA verified that the porter on duty with
him the early morning of October 3, 1963, was REYMUNDO
VERA.
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REYMUNDO VERA, Porter, Greyhound Bus Station,
Laredo, Texas, was interviewed and was exhibited a
choto,.ranh of LEE HARVEY ~S,'ALD,
VERA advised th-, from v .e
wcs
records, he had veIi .-icd c - . he_
:aidniDht and 8 :30 a,m, of Cctobcr 3,
e does not recall LEE HARV-Y OS}1 :;LD
in t .%c Greyhound Bus Ter:.i :ul c. . the
October 3, 1963 .

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

J . C . ROBISON, Bus Driver, Greyhound Bus Station,
Laredo, Texas, advised that he was the driver of the
Greyhound bus that departed Laredo, Texas, at 3 :00 a .m .
on the morning of October 3, 1963, enroute to San Antonio
ROBISON advised that he was the
and Dallas, Texas .
driver of the bus only from Laredo, Texas, to San Antonio,
checked
the "Dispatcher's Sheet" for
Texas .
ROBISON
October 3, 1963, which showed that he, ROBISON, departed
Lar:)do, Texas, at 3 :00 a .m . enroute to San Antonio,
and that he had 21 passengers aboard, 20 of whole were
onroute to San Antonio, Texas .
Of the 20 going to San
Antonio, 7 were continuing on north of San Antonio
3
were
going east of San
which could be to Dallas, and
Antonio, which could be to Houston, Texas .

Greyhound Bus
on duty between
1563, but that
as having been
morning of

ROBISON viewed the photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and advised that he could not recall LEE HARVEY
OSWALD having been on the bus that he was driving,from
Laredo, to San Antonio, Texas, and further stated that
he did not recall any person with a sack of bananas
on the October 3, 1963, bus, from Laredo to San
Antonio, Texas .
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ALVARO IBARRA, Driver of Transportes Del Norte
Bus Number 373 from Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, to Nuevo
Laredo, Tamaulipas, Mexico, the early morning of October 3,
1963,~was interviewed at Multifamiliar Apartment Building,
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico .
Police Officer FODOLFO GUZMAN, Nuevo
Laredo-Police Department, was present during the interview .

PEDRO MOLANO, Terminal Manager, Transportes
del Norte , advised that Bus Number 373 arrived in
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, from Mexico City at 1 ;35 a .m .,
October 3, 1963, and was driven by ALVARO IBARRA who .,
Mr . NOLAND stated, was pre~cntly in Monterrey, Mexico,
but would return to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, on April 7,
1964 .

IBARRA advised that he could not recall any
incident with Mexican Immigration that he could place
as being on October 3, 1963 .
IBAR :2A stated that Bus
Number 373 that he drives from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo,
Mexico, is the direct connection for Chicago, Illinois, and
almost daily Mexican Immigration takes persons off the
bus to check their papers since people of all nationalities
ride this bus .
IBARRA could recall no one with bananas and stated
that he drove Bus Number 373 all the way to the Greyhound
Terminal in Laredo, Texas, and was with the bus and the
passengers as they checked through the Mexican and American
authorities .
IBARRA viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD,
and he stated that he had commented when he-first saw OSWALD's
photograph in newspapers following the assassination of
President KENNEDY that the "fcce o£ OSWALD did not appear
unfamiliar ."
IBARRA continued that he was not sure if he had
ever seen OSWALD and could not place him on Bus Number 373
from Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
and Laredo :, Texas, on the . morning of October , 3, 1963 .
IBARRA advised that hc, IBARRA, . was the only driver
and the entire - run from Monterrey is at night and only covers
a period of approximately four hours, whereas the trip from
Mexico City to Monterrey, Mexico, on the conriecting- bus covers
a much longer period, including daylight hours,:and has two
bus drivers .
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VICTOR GUNNOE, U . S . Customs Inspector,
International Bridge, Laredo, T,.xas, advised that he was
on duty at the International Bridge from midnight,
October 3, 1963, until 6:00 a.m ., October 3, 1963 .

WALTER SEAb1ELL, Inspector in Charge, U. S . Customs,
Laredc, Te .cas ; advised th .a r the .-al procedure at the
International Brid=e on the m.dniT: .z to 6 ;00 a.m . shift
concerning, the the-ing of be-- ., _ro^. Mexico is that the
caste-: .s check points at the
s u."ill pull into the L
taernaticral Bridge and cal passen~ers will unload .
Those
Lemons who have been to the inter-or of Mexico and do not
.' :=va smallpox vaccinations mast sport to the United
Those
,. . ., ._ . . ;, pub''ic Health Sc .-C, for vaccinations .
who are not citizens must report to Immigration
oral : . _uralizatis Service and produce proper documents
All baggage is checked
for entrance into the Ur.-tad States .
The
through the U. S, Customs by the Customs Inspector.
UniCCu States Dcpartment of Agriculture Inspector checks
All
for plants and he':ps Customs or other inspectors .
Insncetors or. duty, that i , U. S . Department of Agriculture,
U, S . Public Health, Irmi~ratien and Naturalization Service,
or U, S ., Customs Service, may assist each other since they
are the only authorities on duty at the International Bridge
between midnight and 8.00 a,m,

GUNNOE was shown photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD, and he advised that he did not recall LEE HARVEY
OSWALD having checked through the International Bridge,
Laredo, Texas, during his shift from 12 :00 midnight to
8:00 a.m ., October 3, 1963 .
GUNNOE advised he did not recall any incident
where an individual had checked with the Customs Inspector
or any authorities on duty concerning the entry of bananas
into the United States, GUNNOE advised that it is legal
for people to bring bonanza into the United States and
that any inquiry concernin_, the entry of bananas would
have been answered by c.-,y merican authorities on duty
at the International Bridge with the statement that the
bananas could be brought into the United States .

.. .
N.4 7
-LL advised that Customs records disclose
that two busses
51'entered t.ie United S'.atcs from Mexico between
October 3, 1963,
of
midnight and 9 ;00 a- on t. ., m.rn-.
~zd t..^.at these two busses c-tain-d a total of 15 passengers
lu_aGc
.
A::ELL
advised
;hat the
and 32 p-ccs of
pn :aengurs are not identified and that only the baggage
claim -aId:<et number is listed on the Customs record and that
th-a record -s actually filled out by the employees of the
Maxic~n Bus service prior to the bus entering " the United
States and that this baggage form that is filled . out by the
bus company employees is turned over to the U. S. Customs
Inspector by the driver of the bus .
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HUNTER was exhibited the photograph of LEE
HARVEY OSWALD, and he advised the: he did not recall
OSWALD having passed throu-h the J. S . Immigration and
Naturalization Service on the morning of October 3, 1963 .
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DILLY advised that he did not recall any incident
where anyone had asked concerning the entry of bananas on
the morning of October 3, 1963 .
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DILLY was exhibited a photograph of LEE HARVEY
OSWALD, and he advised that he did not recall LEE HARVEY
OSWALD having been checked through the International
Bridge between 12 :00 midnight and 8 :00 a.m . on October
3, 1963 .

HUNTER further advised that he did not recall
eny incident where a person had made inquiry concerning
the entry of a sack of bananas into the United States on
the morning of October 3, 1963 .

4/ 6/64

April 1 5,

ABRAHAM DILLY, U. S . Border Quarantine Inspector,
U . S . Public Health, International Bridge, Laredo, Texas,
advised that he was the U. S. Quarantine Inspector on
duty at the International Bridge from 12 ;00 midnight
to 8 :00 a .m . on October 3, 1963 .

I,ILLIAM S . HUNTER, U. S . Immigration Inspector,
Imigration and Naturalization Service, International
Bri.cgc, Laredo, Texas, advised that he was on duty between
nidrnight and 8 :00 a.m . on the morning of October 3, 1963 .
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M. L. MURPHY, U, S, Customs, Laredo, Texas,
furnished a copy o' "I-rd Manifest of Baggage Car,
Bureau of Cuctoi . .," Form 7633-A, Ms, MURPHY stated
that this form is filled out by the Mexican transportation
company on all passengers v
- " fror. Mexico to the
"Imiard
United States, M:, MiITHY furz-hed _
Manifest of Baggage Car" form :.lied out uy Transportes
Del Norte for Bus Number , 96 (note this should be
for bus Number 373) fr:,l 1 :-t--y,, Mexico, to Laredo,
Texas ; for October 3, 1,163,
o driver of the Transportes
lo surrendered the FormDel Norte bus was A, !BARnA,
Inspector
VDG (VICTOR D.
7533-A to U, S . Customs
GUNNOE) who marked this form "cleared 10/3/63, VDG
2130 AM ." This form liats the baggage by claim check
number and reflects that 18 pieces of baggage wre on
the bus .

RAY W, BAKER, Plant Quarantine Inspector, U. S .
Department o_' Agriculture, International Bridge, Laredo,
Texas, advised that he was on duty at the International
Bridge from 12 ;00 midnight until 8 ;00 a .m . the morning
of October 3, 1963,
BAKER viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD,
and he advised that he did not recall OSWALD having
passed through the International Bridge during his
shift from midnight to 8,00 a .m, on October 3, 1963,
BAKER advised that the situation concerning the
entry of bananas into the Unites States is that they can
brought
into the United States by anyone and that
ba
inquiries concerning the entry of bananas would have
been answered to the effect that the bananas could be
BAKER advised that he
brought into the United States .
did not specifically recall anyone asking or making any
inquiry concerning the entry of bananas on the morning
of October 3, 1963,
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LEOBAaD6 2 . . .E~LIN, Assistant Manager, Transportes
Del Norte Bus
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, advised that
on the morning of 0 tober 3, 1963, between the hours of
12 :00 midnight and 6 :00 a .m . only two busses arrived at
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, and crossed to Laredo, Texas.
These two busses should have been Bus Number 352 from
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, and Bus Number 373 from
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico .
Transportes Del Norte
Bus Number 352 arrived at Laredo, Texas, at 1:25 a.m .

April 17, 1964

On April 7, 1964, GILBERTO CAZARES GARZA, Chief
of Mexican Immigration, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, advised that
TUEXI
MAYDON and ZEFERINO ESPI ::OSA RAMOS were the
HELIO
Immigration Inspectors on duty at the Mexican Immigration
headquarters, International Bridge, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
on the 6 :00 a .m . to 2 ;00 p .m . shift or. September 26, 1963 .
The
ZEFERINO ESPINOSA RAMOS was in charge of the shift .
stamp of RAMOS or of HELIO T'JEXI MAYDON would appear
on tine entry permits of all persons entering Mexico at
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, between ; 6100 a.m . and 2 :00 p.m .
on September 26, 1963 ., by bus or automobile, according to
GILBERTO CAZARES GARZA.

MEDELLIN stated Transportes Del Norte Bus
Number 373 arrived from Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico,
at approximately 1 :25 a .m . and crossed into Laredo,
Texas ;. at approximately 2 :30 a .m . and the driver was
ALVARO IBARRA .
MEDELLIN stated that the "Inward .'manifest
of Baggage Car," Form : : .amber 7533-A, sho.:ing Bus Number
396 arriving in Laredo, Texas, at 2 :30 a.m . and being
driven by A. IBARRA is in error as to the number of
the bus since it definitely should have been marked
Bus Number 373 .
MEDELLIN further advised that Transportes Del
Norte Bus Number 396 on October 3, 1963, departed
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, for Monterroy and Mexico City at
2 :30 a.m .. and was driven by bus driver RUBEN GONZALEZ,
This sane bus, Number 396, had arrived in Nuevo Laredo,
Mexico, from Monterrey on October 2, 1963, at 3 :30 p .m .
Bus Number 396 did not return to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
until October 5, 1963, at 3 :00 p.m ., and. it was driven
by A. IBARRA.
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Or. April 7, :. ;s4 . ROBE .-TO RAMOS, Manager of
Fl-ha Roja (
Arrow) 5- Lines >:uevo Laredo, Mexico,
advised t.`.at .
- . : 3us =roa a-vo Laredo, Mexico,
to
City" e
~-ll "; car _zs a total of
pa-se-ors
_., r.or--ly l-ced" to
apacity a
.advised t-t no pats-:" -er -oifestcis made, and
t- only rc,=-: is ' .c
guide that contains
,ac .-Ion of on :"; t. . ., ..
, .sons on the bus with baggage,
that tha baggage guide for
B- Nurber ' ~~s :6 that dap-tr-d ` evo Laree:o, Mexico at
2 ;6J p,-. " on 9opte-.:ber 26- -3, anroute to Mexico,
D. F
arec by ALEJA::DRO CONTRERAS, and the
person who crives all of t.e busses that operate
between C-vo Laredo, Meuco, and Laredo, Texas,
conncctin Continent- pass-;-ers with Flecha Roja
or Rec Arrosa Bus Lines for trips into Mexico is
EDUARDO CERVERA,

SA 105-2909

Baggage Guide List of Red Arrow Bus No . 516
Nuevo Laredo to L:exico City
9/26-27/63
EXHIBIT
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Exhibit D-107 is the baggage guide list or
manifest (Guia de Equipajes) dated September 26, 1963,
at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, for Red Arrow bus number 516 .
This manifest shows that bus 516 departed from Nuevo Laredo,
Mexico, at 2 :15 p .m . en route to L :ontcrrey, Mexico, and
Mexico City . The driver of the bus was listed as
ROBERTO MORALES .
The bng,, age guide list (D-107) was originally
reported on pages 10 and li of San Antonio report in
this case dated December 17, 1963, in which it was
reported that the list disclosed that 18 passengers
boarded the bus at Nuevo Laredo on September 26, 1963,
6 of whom were destined to Monterrey and 12 to Mexico City .
As a result of the information developed from Ns . ROBERTO
RAMOS as previmisly reported and from Mr . ALEJANDRO CONTRERAS
which is to L
i~~_-,tod hereinafter, it has now been
established that the baggage list indicates the number of
pieces of luggage checked on the bus rather than the
number of passengers .
As a matter of ready reference, exhibit D-107
is set forth as follows :
Seat No . Person

Destination

Baggage
Type of
Claim Check Baggage

1

PABL0 VASQUEZ

Mexico City

#257512

2

-------------

Mexico City

#257513

"

3

S. MORAN

Mexico City

#257580

"

4

ALFREDO BRESENO Mexico City #257577

"

5

ROSA SORQUIS

11

Mexico City #257578

Veliz

Customs
Check
Marked

"
#7318061

13

6.

1, GONZALES

Mexico City

4:257575

7.

ANDRES MCRALES

Monterrey

;:257575

f731P060

P,

--------------

Monterrey

i;257574

Caja
(box)

..

C:E . MARIINZZ

Monterrey

;~25757F

Veliz

0.

(FNU) RO4TN
Mexico City
4r32043P "'aletin
"
(N01L:
Probably should have been
(small handbag)
Bouen per entry at Seat 15) .

Harked
"
Marked

11 .

HAR3Y J
MITCHELL

Monterrey

::320200

12 .

--------------

Monterrey

4320202

Jeliz

13 .

--------------

Monterrey

X320201

11

14 .

LEE H . OS47 .LJ

Mexico City

1.320435

15 .

(FNU) BORN

Mexico City

v32C441

"

16,

--------------

Mexico City

$320440

"

17 .

JO N MC FARLAYD Mexico City

5320437

(7317276

1F,

-- - -----------

5320436

57317277

Mexico City

"

"

Mexican Customs Inspector of baggage into Mexico
placed the notation "marked" when luggage or veliz contained clothing and articles of small value.
Vhenever
luggage contained clothing or other articles of great
value, it was given a customs inspection number for
entry nto Mexico, thus accounting for the customs inspection
numbers as opposed to the customs notation "marked ."
The correct baggage claim checks for entries at
seats 17 and 1? should have been previously reported as
checks number 320437 and 320436 and the numbers 7317276
and 7317277 should have appeared as indicated above in
.4
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the Customs Check column at seats 17 and 18 respectively .
The number 731F061 should have appeared in the Customs
Check column at seat 5 .
The afore-menttoned baggage list when previously
recorded in the December 17, 1963, report made at
San Antonio indicated that the lines appearing in the list
at seats 2, 8, 12, 13, 16 and IF denoted that individuals
were aboard the bus traveling with the persons listed in
the seats immediately preceding the seats in question .
In light of the revelations of Messrs . RAMOS and
CONTRERAS, it has been ascertained that the lines drawn
at the points in question, in fact, represent additional
pieces of luggage belonging to the individuals listed in
the preceding seats or to members of their party .

L . H . YARBROUGH, dispatcher, Greyhound Bus Terminal,
500 North St . Mary's Street, advised the records of his office
reflect that Greyhound Bus #1265 was used in making the Laredo
Chicago run which left Laredo, Texas, at 3 :00 a .m .-on October 3,
1963, and arrived in San Antonio at about 6 :20 a.m ., October 3,
1963, with 20 passengers .
i t carried seven passengers going
north of San Antonio . The bus was operated by J . C . ROBISON,
119 Ferncliff I Apartment B, San Antonio .
The records reflect that Greyhound Bus #1265 left
San Antonio at 7 :10 a .m., October 3, 1963, with a total of
30 passengers .
The driver of this bus from San Antonio to
Dallas was BEN JULIAN, an extra operator who resides in Dallas,
Texas . After viewing the photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD $
Hr . YARBROUGH stated he does not recall ever seeing this
individual or anyone fitting his description .

In addition, the baggage list as set forth herein
has been amended from the list appearing in the December 17,
1963, report made at San Antonio in that the name "ROIG"
for the person recorded at seat 5 has been changed to
"ROSA" in light of the comments of Mr . CONTRERAS .
The abbreviated first name "APE ." for the person
recorded at seat 9 as reported in the earlier report
has been amended to "GPE .," most likely the abbreviation
of the female name GUADALUPE . In this connection, the first
letter in the abbreviation of the name at seat 9 on D-107
appears to more closely resemble the letter "G" in the
name "GONZALES" for the person recorded in seat 6 . The
name OSWALT in the list as previously reported has been
changed to OSWALJ as the best possible interpretation
of the hand printing .
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